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CALL TO THE TRANSITION MOVEMENT TRIBE 
 

Hello everyone, 

  

I am writing to you because we have the opportunity to participate in an event that could very 

well interest us as a community: the Week of the Art of Collaboration, a gathering that will 

bring together all communities aligned with the spirit of Collbaoration, from the 23rd of June to 

the 1st of July, in San Sebastián, the Basque Country.  

 

You can have a look at the website here: www.theartof-co.com 

 

WHO IS PARTICIPATING?  

 

There will be representatives from several organizations or “tribes” (to use the language coined 

by the organizing team), including Group Facilitation, Dragon Dreaming, Art of Hosting, Theory 

U, Co-Working, Visual/Design Thinking, Co-Housing, Agile, Sociocracy, Process Work, 

Permaculture, Teal/Integral, Impact Hub...  

  

OBJETIVE:  

The objective of the event is to bring people together to learn about collaboration and at the same 

time experience directly the power of working together for change. For this reason, the event is 

divided in two parts:  

� Co-Learning, to learn about new methodologies  

� Co-Laboratorio , a space for groups or “tribes” to come together and co-create  
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An invitation has been sent out to everyone who would like to participate, both individually and 

in representation of aligned organizations, to facilitate the transition towards the age of 

collaboration, connect the different tribes and co-create something new.  

  

HOW? 

We we want to participate, there are several ways to do it:  

� As an organization in the conversation among “tribes” in the Co-Lab, or as presenters or 

workshop leaders to enrich the program offered during the Co-Learning during the 

week.  

� Individually as regular participants.  

  

These two forms of participation are not mutually exclusive (it is possible to attend as part of the 

group or “tribe”, and also be a presenter or facilitator, or simply attend as participant to the Co-

Learning).  

The organizing team has asked us for there to be only one spokesperson as point of contact with 

the entire tribe: I volunteer to be the coordinator to manage everything relating to 

communication, signing up and logistics.   

  

TO PARTICIPATE AS AN ORGANIZATION OR “TRIBE”  

If we can get at least 15 people from our tribe to go, we can enjoy several benefits that would be 

accesible during the event:  

� Access to a meeting room for our internal meetings to continue our organizational 

processes.  

� Professional facilitators will be available to accompany us if necessary.  

� Time and spaces to meet among ourselves and with other tribes to learn about what is 

being done elsewhere, how people are getting organized, what problems they are 

encountering, and maybe even create a common project.  
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DISCOUNTS: 

  

If we participate as part of the tribe, regardless of whether we can get 15 people or not, we being 

offered individual discounts depending on which parts of the event we would like to attend:  

  

� In the Co-Lab (weekend, weekdays, or entire week):  

o 25% discount. Discount Code: COLABTT 

� In the Co-Learning (weekend or weekdays):  

o 10% discount. Discount Code: COLEARNTT 

� In everything (Co-Lab+Co-Learning or FullPass Co-Learning):  

o 15% discount. Discount Code: FULLTT 

 

ARTOFCO CO-
LEARNING 

CO-
LABORATORY  PLACE 

 

WEEKEND 
9 courses 
(16 hours 

each) 

Facilitators 
Individual 
Research 

Universidad 
País Vasco 

(UPV) or 
DEUSTO Univ. 

24 - 26 
June 

MONDAY - 
FRIDAY 

Conferences in  
Aula Magna 

TRIBES       
Group Research 

UPV 
27 june - 

1 July 
Practical 

workshops 
Project 

Presentations 

SATURDAY LOCAL PARTICIPATORY 
PROCESS 

TABAKALERA? 2 July 

 
 

PRICING 
(EUR)   1º Early  2º early High-end  

V-S-D 
1 COURSES 270 315 450 

2 COLAB 120 135 180 

L-V 
3 COLEARN 415 470 600 

4 COLAB 150 175 250 

V-V 

1+4 390 455 640 

2+3 500 570 720 

FULLPASS 660 750 960 

COLAB FULL 240 280 400 
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If you are interested in attending or offering a workshop or course, let me know as soon as 
possible.  I will manage the information flow with the organizers.  

 

Thank you! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


